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PREFACE

The research reported in this document was conducted as part of a study into the development of
Automated Vehicle Guidance (AVG) systems. The project was conducted in 1996-1997 by TNO Inro
and financed by the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management.
The authors want to thank the participants to the workshop held as part of this project in order to design
AVG development paths. Their participation was very valuable to this study.
Bart van Arem
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SUMMARY

Automated Vehicle Guidance (AVG) systems are defined as systems in which the driving tasks of a
driver are taken over partly or entirely by an automated system. AVG systems may range from systems
that automatically maintain a vehicle's speed while keeping a safe distance to a predecessor, to fully
automated car-driving (hands, feet and brain off). AVG is regarded as a promising tool to improve road
network traffic performance, for instance, by driving at short distances and high speeds. Equally
important is the potential of AVG systems for enhancing safety by replacing human drivers by more
reliable automated systems.
This report gives an exploration of the possible development of AVG systems. The approach uses a
framework for studying the development of AVG systems in relation with developments of the overall
transportation system.
The framework adressed the following main components:
•

AVG seeds

•

AVG system evolution

•

the transportation system

•

the environment of the transportation system

The study uses a scenario approach, assuming two sets of developments of the transportation system and
its environment. Whilst both scenarios assumed economic maximization as a dominant societal factor,
they differed with respect to regulation. In one scenario there is strong government regulation, while in
the other scenario market regulation was assumed.
The scenarios were quantified and evaluated with respect to key mobility figures. This resulted in a
problem statement, which was taken as the starting point of a workshop in which a number of AVG
experts was asked to design a development path, which resulted in a different path for each scenario.
Subsequently the scenarios were re-evaluated with the application of AVG.

The study shows that the approach taken is feasible and leads to a better understanding of the possible
development of AVG under different conditions. The approach was illustrated by modelling AVG
primarily as an improvement of the free flow speed and road capacity. This resulted in a slight increase
in car traffic volumes combined with an increase of travel speed. Nevertheless it was also concluded
that AVG needs to be combined with other measures and developments in the transportation system
in order to satisfactorily address the problem statements in each scenario.
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SAMENVATTING

Systemen voor Automatische Voertuiggeleiding (AVG) zijn systemen waarin de rijtaken van een
bestuurder geheel of gedeeltelijk worden overgenomen door een geautomatiseerd systeem. AVG
systemen kunnen varieren van systemen die automatisch de snelheid van een voertuig regelen met
inachtneming van een veilige afstand tot een voorligger tot volledig geautomatiseerd rijden (hands, feet
and brain off). AVG wordt beschouwd als een veelbelovend middel voor bet verbeteren van de
verkeersprestatie in een wegennet, bijvoorbeeld door het rijden op korte afstand en hoge snelheid.
Bovendien kunnen AVG systemen in belangrijke mate bijdragen aan het verbeteren van de veiligheid
door menselijke besturing te vervangen door betrouwbare automatische systemen.
Het doel van dit rapport is het verkennen van de ontwikkeling van AVG systemen. De aanpak is
gebaseerd op een denkmodel voor het bestuderen van de ontwikkeling van AVG systeem in samenhang
met ontwikkelingen in het totale vervoerssysteem. In het denkmodel worden de volgende componenten
onderscheiden:
•

AVG kiemen

•

AVG systeem evolutie

•

het vervoerssysteem

•

de omgeving van het vervoerssysteem

Gekozen is voor een scenario-aanpak, waarbij twee sets van veronderstellingen werden gehanteerd voor
de ontwikkeling van het vervoerssysteem en de omgeving daarvan. Beide scenario’s worden
gekarakteriseerd door economische maximalisatie. De scenario’s waren verschillend met betrekking tot
de rol van de overheid. In het eerste scenario werd een sterke overheidsregulering verondersteld, in het
andere scenario lag de nadruk op markt regulering.
Na kwantificering werden de scenario’s doorgerekend met betrekking tot algemene vervoerskenmerken.
De resultaten werden genomen als uitgangspunt van een workshop waarin een aantal experts op het
gebied van AVG werd gevraagd een ontwikkelingspad voor AVG te schetsen, passend bij het scenario
en de vervoerskenmerken van dat scenario. Dit resulteerde in een ontwikkelingspad per scenario, dat
opnieuw werd doorgerekend.
Uit de studie is gebleken dat de gekozen aanpak haalbaar is en leidt tot een beter inzicht in de
mogelijke ontwikkeling van AVG onder verschillende omstandigheden. De aanpak werd geillustreerd
door AVG vooral te modelleren als verbetering van de doorstroomsnelheid en capaciteit van de weg.
Hieruit bleek dat AVG resulteert in een lichte toename van de hoeveelheid verkeer bij een hogere
reissnelheid. Tevens werd geconcludeerd dat AVG dient te worden gecombineerd met andere
maatregelen en ontwikkelingen in het vervoerssysteem om de gestelde problemen het hoofd te
kunnen bieden.
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BACKGROUND

Automated Vehicle Guidance (AVG) systems are defined as systems in which the driving tasks of a
driver are taken over partly or entirely by an automated system. AVG systems may range from systems
that automatically maintain a vehicle's speed while keeping a safe distance to a predecessor, to fully
automated car-driving (hands, feet and brain off). AVG is regarded as a promising tool to improve road
network traffic performance, for instance, by driving at short distances and high speeds. Equally
important is the potential of AVG systems for enhancing safety by replacing human drivers by more
reliable automated systems.
The work reported in this document is part of a project with the objective to study the possible
development of AVG systems on the Dutch main road network. The project has the following phases:
•

a survey of AVG activities and a research agenda were proposed in Godthelp & Jansen (1993);

•

in Van Arem & Van der Vlist (1994) it was studied how scenario techniques could be used to
study the development of AVG systems;

•

in Van Arem (1996) an inventory is made of currently available knowledge about the development
of AVG systems.

In the present report an exploration is given of possible development paths of AVG systems taking into
account the interrelation of these systems with the total transportation system.
This report is organised as follows. In the next chapter the approach to the study is described. In Chapter
3, two background scenarios are described which were used to study possible development paths for
AVG. In Chapter 4, the results of a workshop are described in which AVG experts were asked to sketch
the possible development of AVG in each scenario. Chapter 5 contains a quantitative, illustrative
analysis of the results. Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion, conclusions and recommendations.
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APPROACH

2.1

Definitions

There are many factors which influence the development of AVG systems. Of these, technological
feasibility may well appear to be the least restrictive. AVG may provide a new way of transportation and
therefore the costs - in a general sense- and the benefits need to be considered in relation to the existing
transportation system.
A description of the development of AVG systems will be referred to as an AVG scenario, defined as
(cf. Van Arem & van der Vlist, 1994):
an integrated description of the future state of the transportation system, in particular with respect
to A VG, and a plausible sequence of events leading to this future state, without the necessity of
including statements on the probability of those events.
Further an AVG scenario must satisfy the following conditions:
•

it must be consistent with the present and (recent) past situation;

•

it must take into account all factors affecting the state being explored;

•

all relevant factors must be taken into account in an integrated way and may not contradict

The definition states that the sequence of events has to be plausible. Following Tsao (1995), it will be
assumed that each of these events adds functionality and benefits in such a way that the required effort
in making this step is justified, and not depending on future steps.
AVG seeds are defined as initiatives, projects, systems etc. that may be considered as representatives of
the present generation of AVG systems. Such seeds can mark the start of new AVG developments and
can already be found in several places, such as Intelligent Cruise Control, Intelligent Speed Adaptation,
Automated People Movers, Automated Container Transport and the National Automated Highway
System Consortium in the United States.
An AVG evolution describes the possible sequence of events along which AVG could develop. Such
events are characterized by incremental functionality in AVG systems, both in the vehicle and in the
communication and roadway infrastructure. Ideally, an AVG evolution is based on AVG seeds. In Van
Arem & Tsao (1997) an example of an AVG evolution is described which is characterized on a
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gradually increasing level of automation of road traffic in mixed flows of automated and non-automated
traffic. Next, full automation is introduced on a bus service on dedicated lanes. Finally, also other
vehicles are allowed on these lanes that have sufficient AVG capability. Alternatively, Van Arem &
Tsao (1997) also mention an example in which full automation is introduced in one specific case and
then gradually expands geographically.

2.2

Representation of the transportation system and its context

AVG seeds and evolution will exist as a part of the existing and future transportation system. A
framework for representing the transportation system and its context is given in Figure 2.1.

Pricing and regulation

Infrastructure use

Infrastructure demand
Infrastructure supply
Generalized level of service

Car ownership
Transportation system

Demographic development
Economical development
Technological development
Societal and cultural development
Land in use development
General transport policy

Transportation system context

Figure 2.1: The transportation system and its context

The transportation system is represented by assumptions for the supply, demand and use of
infrastructure, addressing different infrastructure modes. The generalized level of service indicates
general quality of a trip made and can be expressed in time delay, reliability, costs, safety etc. Of special
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importance to AVG systems is the factor car-ownership, which affects the infrastructure demand. Car
ownership may be affected indirectly by the generalized level of service, if for instance owning a car
with AVG 'capabilities' would result in a direct advantage in the generalized level of service. Finally,
infrastructure demand, supply and car ownership can be influenced by specific pricing and regulation
measures.
The development of the transportation system has to be considered in relation with a number of factors
in the transportation system context, such as social, economic and technological factors. Also general
transport policy factors are relevant, for instance the priority assigned to AVG developments in relation
to other transport measures.

2.3

Construction of AVG scenarios

The objective of the present study is to explore AVG scenarios under varying assumptions for the
development of the transportation system and its environment. The assumptions are varied especially
with respect to the level of government regulation and are derived from the background scenarios used
in Verroen, Van Arem & Smits (1996) and Rijkswaterstaat (1995). The scenarios were considered on a
time horizon to the year 2050.
The two background scenarios that are used both assume an emphasis on economic expansion, resulting
in general in a high level of mobility. The scenario ‘Fortress Europe’ assumes an emphasis on
government regulation while the scenario ‘Wild Coast’ assumes an emphasis on market regulation.
The background scenarios as well as their impact on the transportation system are described in the next
chapter. Although dynamic traffic management and other measures are applied to cope with the
problems that feature in each of the scenarios, the problems are not fully resolved.
The transportation system scenarios were assumed to be ‘AVG poor’. In a workshop a number of Dutch
AVG experts were asked to design a possible and consistent development path of AVG for each
scenano.
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3

BACKGROUND SCENARIOS

3.1

Choice of background scenarios

The choice of background scenarios is based on those uncertainties that are considered relevant to the
development of AVG:
• the magnitude of the future transportation demand;
The increase of the transportation demand is expected to further increase the existing problems
with respect to road traffic and worsen traffic safety and environmental impacts. The increase in
the transportation demand is to a great extent part determined by the socio-economic context, for
which the following different assumptions can be made:
•

expansion, aimed at economic expansion, individualisation and market orientation and

•

stabilization, aimed at a stabilization of economic development, with an emphasis on social
and environmental concerns.

• the role of the government;
The future governmental roles with respect to policy makers and road operator scan be either
actively regulating or reactive to developments in the transportation system. The government role
with respect to traffic and transportation and dynamic traffic management in particular are very
relevant to the development of AVG.
Making assumptions for each of these uncertainties results in four possible background scenario’s.
For studying the development of AVG two background scenarios were selected that assume
economic expansion. These scenarios lead to the largest traffic problems. Within the socio-economic
context of the scenarios, the contribution of AVG to the solution of these problems can be studied for
different assumptions with respect to the role of the government.
In this chapter these background scenarios are described. The background scenarios are based on the
‘CREOPS’ scenarios, described in Rijkswaterstaat (1995). The scenarios in this report are referred
by their corresponding CREOPS names:
•

Fortress Europe (active, regulating government)

•

Wild Coast (re-active, following government)

Further, the quantitative descriptions of the scenarios with respect to traffic and transportation are
based on Verroen, Van Arem & Smits (1996).
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Societal characterisation

In Rijkswaterstaat (1995), the scenarios are characterized as follows.
• ‘Fortress Europe’. There is a very strong international competition. The Netherlands experience
economically adverse conditions. Societal self-regulation has lead to slow and chaotic decision
making and inefficient policy. A strong dissatisfaction emerges and legitimises the government to
take strong measures again. The emphasis of the government efforts is on strengthening the
(European) economy.
• ‘Wild Coast’. There is a very strong international competition, and the Netherlands are doing well
economically. Calculating citizens and companies prefer (material) prosperity, while other aspects
such as social and environmental aspects are considered less important. The government
‘withdraws’, giving room to the market and citizens.
The scenarios show an important difference in spatial developments in the different areas in the
Netherlands. In Fortress Europe further urbanization takes place in or around cities, while in the
‘Wild Coast’ urbanization is much more sprawled. This difference leads to strong differences in the
expected transportation patterns and the utilization of the transportation systems.

3.3

The role of the government

The differences in the role of the government can be characterized as follows (Rijkswaterstaat, 1995):
• Fortress Europe: Although many policy making tasks are taken over by the central European
government and the implementation of these tasks is decentralized, the Dutch national government
retains important power. The national government has large influence on the policy
implementation, which has in fact resulted in a new branch of government bureaucracy. The
government retains the maintenance and operation of the civil infrastructure and the guarding of
vital land use.
• Wild Coast: Most government tasks have been decentralised or have been taken over by economic
and social organizations. The Dutch governmental system is now a ‘loose’ collection of
governmental organization that show increasingly less loyalty to the Dutch nation. The national
Dutch government restricts itself to making procedures for covenants between social and
economic parties. Often these procedures are not exhaustive, leading to many decisions being
made by court. Judges are also increasingly busy dealing with calculating citizens sueing others to
get ‘theirjustice’.
These difference in the role of the government have important consequences for the role that the
government will play as operator of the infrastructure and the development of dynamic traffic
management (DTM) and AVG. The most important differences are given in the following table.
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Table 3.1:

Difference in the role of the government for each scenario

Fortress Europe

Wild Coast

- public regulation
- system-optimum
- top down deployment of DTM
- integration of systems
- rules
- order
- managing
- large scale investments

- self regulation
- user optimum
- bottom up deployment DTM though market forces
- separate sub systems
- clients
- chaos
- facilitate
- small-scale investments

3.4

Transportation policy

Both background scenario's assume on the short term a 'neutral' set of general policy transportation
measures. This set is obtained by extrapolating the current Dutch policy:
• Roads and parking: there is limited extension of the road network. Parking possibilities in urban
areas are decreased and the fraction of paid parking places increases.
• Public transportation is improved at different regional scale levels. The harmonization between
subsystems is improved.
• Traffic safety further improves, amongst others through the introduction of the concept
‘sustainable safety’.
• Pricing measures are taken with the main purpose of demand management, amongst others
through road pricing.

3.5

Dynamic traffic management

Measures in the field of dynamic traffic management (DTM) are implemented in different ways in
each scenario. The descriptions of the developments of DTM are derived from Verroen, Van Arem &
Smits (1996).
In ‘Fortress Europe’ a strong policy exists to tackle the transportation problems. The policy is
initiated by the national government and consists of an integrated set of measures. DTM measures are
implemented as part of this policy and are of a forcing nature. The purpose is to optimise overall
traffic flows and to improve the mutual tuning of the operation of different transportation systems, in
particular inside and around urbanized areas (road networks of different hierarchical levels and
public transportation). There is an emphasis on traffic control systems, dedicated lanes, provision of
traffic information in order to improve the traffic flows and P&R facilities around cities ‘Transferia’
around cities are expected to play an important role. At these transferia, incoming traffic is ‘buffered’
and informed about alternative ways to continue the trip (public transport, pay lane, or ‘traditional’
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lanes with high congestion probability). In some cases the urban transportation system could become
a closed system, with centralized control and determination of who is allowed to use which
transportation facilities at which time instants, based on price, permits or even ‘travel budgets
(quota)’.
In the ‘Wild Coast’, DTM measures are implemented ‘bottom-up’. DTM measures are primarily
aimed to match the demand and supply of transportation facilities. This is mostly done by private
parties based on a market mechanism. At a local level many different facilities are offered by private
road operators, with little coherence in development, exploitation and user services. At the same time,
concern for living conditions leads to the introduction of local DTM measures, especially in
residential areas and on the secondary road network.
The following particular characteristics of the implementation of DTM measures were found:
•

In the ‘Wild Coast’ the road network is operated and exploited by private parties. On the primary
road network ‘flex-roads’ are introduced. These roads have a variable lane profile, allowing for
integration of traditional lanes, dedicated lanes, pay lanes and tidal flow lanes into one flexible
system , that can continuously be adapted to user needs and which is controlled centrally.

•

In ‘Fortress Europe’ flexible use of infrastructure also takes place but at a much more limited
scale; dedicated lanes are used as pay lanes or as freight lanes.

•

Measures for speed regulation and enforcement are applied especially in the ‘Wild Coast’ with
the objective of better throughput as a market demand. In ‘Fortress Europe’, speed regulation and
enforcement is limited to the primary road network.

•

In the ‘Wild Coast’ Intelligent Speed Adaptation is applied at a large scale; this is an in-vehicle
device, which continuously limits a vehicle’s speed to the local and current speed limit.

•

Door-to-door trip information is widely available in each scenario, but especially in the ‘Wild
Coast’.

•

At the edges of urbanized areas, the quality and accessibility of public transportation is
stimulated, especially in ‘Fortress Europe’; this is done by P&R facilities and transferia, possibly
in combination with ‘buffering’ traffic from the primary road network.

•

Advanced network traffic control systems are applied in ‘Fortress Europe’ in urban areas.

•

In both scenarios almost all traffic enters the primary road network through ramp metering systems; in ‘Fortress Europe’ this is done in an integrated way on different parts of the road
network; in the ‘Wild Coast’ ramp metering systems are implemented separately on different
parts of the road network.
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Impacts on mobility

In order to be able to quantify possible impacts of the development of AVG the scenarios were
quantified. Ideally the way of quantification should:
•

model the fundamental societal properties in each of the scenarios,

•

be able to model time dynamic relations,

•

incorporate those aspect of the transportation system that are affected by AVG developments.

Within the scope of the present study, the instrument ‘Scenario Explorer’ (Verroen & Jansen, 1993)
was used. The Scenario Explorer is a model for studying long term passenger transport scenarios.
The model takes into account developments in demography, economy, society, spatial organisation,
technology, infrastructure supply and pricing regulation. Each of the developments is characterised
by a number of variables. The models allow for maintaining consistency relations between variables
and to explicitly take into account time dynamic relations. The output of the model describes the
development in personal mobility.
The Scenario Explorer is at least expected to fulfil the requirements of modelling the fundamental
societal properties in each of the scenarios as well as the ability of modelling time dynamic relation.
With respect to the ability of incorporating those aspects of the transportation system that are affected
by AVG developments, the Scenario Explorer is suitable for illustration purposes. The transportation
model in the Scenario Explorer is based on an aggregation of the transportation system into
functional areas. For modelling AVG, a transportation system model based on a network
representation would be expected to be more suitable. Further, the model does not allow to
distinguish AVG as separate transportation mode, but rather lets AVG affect the ‘average’ car
mobility.
The quantification of the scenarios was based on the results from earlier studies (Verroen, Van Arem
& Smits, 1996 and Van Arem, Verroen & Smit, 1996) and was done in two steps:
•

quantification of the ‘Wild Coast’ and ‘Fortress Europe’ without the application of Dynamic
Traffic Management

•

quantification of the developments taking into account the application of Dynamic Traffic
Management.

As the results are mainly used for illustration purposes and reflect possible developments in the
transportation, details are given in Appendix A. 1 and A.2.
Without the application of Dynamic Traffic Management, both scenarios result in a strong increase in
personal mobility, especially in car traffic and a weaker increase in ‘slow modes’ and public transport
mobility. In both scenarios the car passenger transport decreases, which is especially apparent in the
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‘Wild Coast’. The increase takes place on all types of road, but as the main ‘inter-local’ road network
is over saturated, an even stronger increase takes place on the urban and non urban local roads. For
trips using urban and non urban local roads, the travel speed is hardly above 10 km/h. Using the interlocal roads the travel speed is around 30 km/h.
Application of Dynamic Traffic Management takes place especially in the period 1990-2020. A
combined implementation of DTM measures, pricing measures and improvement of public
transportation leads to improving prospects in 2020 compared to the situation with Dynamic Traffic
Management: car mobility decreases or hardly increases, public transportation mobility increases and
travel speeds increase. In 2050 the prospects change. The car mobility increases strongly, the share of
public transportation mobility decreases and the travel speeds on local roads have decreased
drastically by higher traffic volumes. The travel speeds on inter-local roads have slightly improved.
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4

RESULTS OF THE WORKSHOP

4.1

Workshop outline

The workshop was held in December 1996 during one day. A number of experts on AVG were invited
from the Dutch Ministry of Transport and from TNO (see Appendix C). The objective of the workshop
was to design an AVG development for each scenario. In the workshop the following main items were
addressed for each scenario:
•

identification of problems in the year 2050 in terms of safety and throughput;

•

development of a policy view on AVG, taking into account the policy view already available for
Dynamic Traffic Management in each scenario.

•

design of AVG development in each scenario; this AVG development had to be specified by
incremental steps and for each step, the workshop participants were asked to indicate the
functionality, part of the road network, level of penetration, degree of automation, responsibility for
control and the actors involved, their roles and interest.

•

estimation of the impact of AVG in the year 2050 on travel speed.

4.2

The ‘Wild Coast’

The main problems were expected to be throughput problems in urban environments. In addition,
problems with respect to traffic safety were expected on interlocal roads. The following table
summarizes the main impacts in 2050.

Table 4.1:

Expected impacts AVG-poor scenario ‘Wild Coast’ (-: problems, 0: neutral, +: no problems)
Urban

Local non urban

Interlocal
+

Throughput

-

-

Safety

+

0

Environment

-

-

0

With respect to the policy view, on AVG no role was described for the government. It was expected that
private organizations, in which the industry would participate, will emerge as service providers. The
road network will be divided up into segments each operated by private organizations. All dedicated
lanes for public transport were expected to be operated by private organizations. The main instrument to
regulate the traffic demand will be pricing. The lack of co-ordination between the operators was
expected to lead to ‘co-ordination providers’ or even transportation providers. Transportation provides
will offer a specified and guaranteed trip quality (regardless of means/mode). The quality may vary in
comfort and time and will lead to a differentiation in price.
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The development of private infrastructure and transportation providers was expected to lead to a
declining private car ownership. By the year 2030 it was expected that the private car still exists, but is
no longer needed for private transportation, given the availability of preferable alternative transportation
by a provider. In such a situation, owning a ‘private car’ was expected to even become socially ‘not
done’.
In 2050 it was expected that in urban areas both maintenance and exploitation of roads are privatised,
and that living in certain areas will include transportation in and out of that area.
Concerning AVG, again no specific role for the government could be described. This problem was
tackled by identifying parties that are likely to invest in AVG:
•

transportation providers

•

mobilists

•

freight and fleet operators

The successful operation of transportation providers by the year 2030 marks a change in the
development of AVG. Up till 2030 AVG developments take place at a modest scale in different parts of
the transportation system, without co-ordination or harmonization. Smart, private vehicles are
introduced offering support for some driving tasks, but also lead to a suboptimization of the road
network. In specific residential areas, parking on streets is replaced by automated parking, either
centralized or decentralized.
The maturity of transportation providers is the beginning of a strong development of smart vehicles
integrated in an overall transportation concept. In 2050, the transportation system is a hybrid system,
with AVG introduced in several areas, either as in-vehicle systems (easy drivers) or as combination of
road -side infrastructure and smart vehicles. Fully automated AVG was assumed to be operational on:
•

20% of the interlocal roads

•

50% of the local roads (both urban and non-urban).

On fully automated AVG infrastructure, the transportation provider was assumed to take responsibility
for the control of the vehicles.

13
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4.3

‘Fortress Europe’

The problems identified in ‘Fortress Europe’ were expected to be throughput problems concentrating
at the interfaces between the main interlocal network (motorway) and the urban network. Further, the
traffic safety on the local non-urban roads was expected to become a problem induced by the
throughput problems in the interlocal road network.
Although an emphasis was assumed on government regulation, the government involves national,
regional and local public bodies, mainport authorities and industry in its traffic and transportation
policy. Some typical measures that are taken are the construction of freight lanes and pay-lanes to
improve the transportation systems’ performance for specific user groups that are of particular
economic importance. Transferia and public transport at the cities’ outskirts provide flowing traffic in
the city centres.
AVG is applied with active participation of the government and to achieve specific objectives:
•

Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA) and selective metering are applied to improve the safety of the
local network;

•

Intelligent Cruise Control (either autonomous or with external reference speed) are applied to
enhance throughput on the interlocal network;

•

full AVG and automated parking are applied at bottleneck bypasses and transferia.

The functionally incremental AVG development that was assumed is sketched in Figure 4.1.

ISA+
ISA
10% 100% 100%

Lane support

5%
ICC
15%
80%

50%

80%
AVG

Penetration levels: 2010 2020 2050
Figure 4.1: AVG development in ‘Fortress Europe’

10%
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It was assumed that ICC (resulting from a market mechanism) and ISA (resulting from government
regulation), will lead to a combined system ISA+. The ISA+ system was assumed to have full
penetration on all roads in 2050. This system would be supplemented with a lane keeping support
system. Full automation of AVG was assumed to be operational on 30% of the interlocal roads,
especially at bottleneck locations.

4.4

Impacts on travel time

Given the projected end state in 2050 in each scenario, participants were asked to estimate the travel
speed for three different trips: an urban trip of 5 km, a local non-urban trip of 30 km and an interlocal
trip of 100 km. For each of these trips, the average travel speed was given for the current situation, and
the projected situations in 2050 with and without Dynamic Traffic Management. Participants were
asked not only to estimate the travel speed in 2050 with AVG, but also to indicate on what part of the
trip distance AVG would be used and what the travel speed would be on that specific AVG part. The
purpose of this exercise was to collect quantitative reference material to be used in the evaluation of
the scenarios. The average results are shown in Table 4.2 and 4.3.
The numbers in italic were supplied to the participants. It is noticed that for the year 2050, the travel
speeds for the case with DTM are lower than the case without DTM. This is explained by the
assumption that the introduction of DTM occurs especially from 1990 to 2020. After that, the
improvements made by DTM fade, and problems re-appear.

Table 4.2:

Travel speeds Wild Coast in km/h

Trip

1990

2050

2050

2050

2050

2050

- DTM

+ DTM

+ DTM

AVG distance km

AVG speed

+ AVG

- AVG

-AVG

Urban 5 km

2&0

Tl

13

fs/j

5J0

200

Local non urban 30 km

32.4

8.6

6.1

30.0

18.3

55.0

Interlocal 100 km

57.1

27.3

35.7

66.7

76.7

83.3

Table 4.2 shows that the participants have high expectations from AVG systems. Assuming trips that are
80-90% AVG trips, the overall travel speeds are much higher than the other estimates for the year 2050.
For local non urban and interlocal a strong trips increases in travel speed with respect to the reference
year 1990 are expected.
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Table 4.3:

Travel speeds Fortress Europe in km/h

rap

1990

Urban 5 km

28LO

2050
- DTM
- AVG
645

Local non urban 30 km
Interlocal 100 km

324
57.1

103
33.1

2050
+ DTM
-AVG
54

2050
+ DTM
+ AVG
133

2050
AVG distance km

2050
AVG speed

3J0

2L7

7.2
37.4

184
48.7

93
32.5

50.0
71.3

Remarkably, the ‘Fortress Europe’ participants were much less optimistic about travel time savings than
the ‘Wild Coast’ participants. The AVG part of a trip was assumed to be about 30% of a trip, except for
the urban trip (60%). Travel speeds on AVG parts are also lower, which can be explained from the fact
that AVG also has an Intelligent Speed Limitation functionality. Concerning the overall travel speed on
the different trips, strong improvements are expected.

4.5

General findings

The workshop has resulted in useful information about the AVG development in each scenario.
Remarkably, each scenario resulted in distinctive AVG development. There were little AVG
developments that were ‘robust’ in the sense that they appear in each scenario. To some extent
‘automated parking’ and the emerging of ‘smart vehicles’ without interaction with their environment
may be considered robust.
Some specific characteristics in each scenario are the following:
Wild Coast
•

radical changes in organizational structure of the operation of transport infrastructure

•

AVG introduced in specific areas by transportation providers

•

scattered development of AVG

•

strong development of AVG in combination with a decrease of private car ownership

•

high expectations of travel time savings

Fortress Europe
•

combination of market forces and government regulation

•

in-vehicle development of AVG in functionally incremental way

•

infrastructure supported AVG introduced at bottlenecks and interfaces with urban transport
infrastructure

•

moderate expectations of travel time savings
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5

EVALUATION

5.1

Assumptions for evaluation

In this chapter the AVG developments are evaluated with respect to their impact on the key mobility
figures. The background scenarios including the development of DTM described in Chapter 3 are the
starting point.
The evaluation is conducted using the Scenario Explorer. The Scenario Explorer has the following
parameters that may be tuned to model the impact of AVG:
•

capacity and speed-flow per relation type

•

penetration of pricing measures

•

public transport quality

•

car appreciation

A detailed description of how the DTM measures were modelled using these parameters is given in Van
Arem, Verroen & Smits (1996). Globally, the measures were modelled by multiplication of a
penetration level by a maximum impact. The same approach will be used here, basing the penetration
levels on the design in each scenario and the maximum impact on the travel speed estimates.
Table 5.1 shows the AVG penetration levels in each scenario. The penetration levels are based both
directly on the design and on interpretation of the design in each scenario.

Table 5.1:

AVG penetration levels
Interlocal

Wild Coast
AVG service
Full automation 20%
Fortress Europe
ISA+
100%
Full AVG
30%

Local
urban

non Urban

10%
10%

50%

100%

100%

For the ‘Wild Coasf, the AVG developments are aggregated into two groups. The first group consists of
AVG provided by a transportation providers in especially residential areas. The second group consists
of fully automated systems on the interlocal roads. As the travel speed estimates in the ‘Wild Coast’ also
showed advantages on local non urban roads, a small level of AVG penetration has been assumed.
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The AVG measures in Fortress Europe have also been divided into two groups. The first group consists
of ISA+, which was assumed to have full penetration on all roads. The second group consists of full
automation which was assumed to be implemented at bottleneck locations of inter local roads.
The primary tuning parameters for modelling AVG impacts are the capacity and the free-flow speed per
relation type. The impact of AVG on these parameters was computed as follows.
From the background scenario’s for the case with DTM, the capacity C and free-flow speeds Vfree are
available, as well as the ratio TIC, yielding the traffic intensity I.
For each relation the maximal changes in capacity and free-flow speed were computed by minimizing
the difference between the travel speed according to the experts and the travel speed according to the
speed-flow relation used in the Scenario Explorer, which the following shape:

V=

free
\ + B{I ICY

where B - 3, 2 and 1, for urban, local non urban and interlocal roads, respectively.
This leads to the problem of minimising.

abs (Vexp

)
1 + B{1 / C)4

where Vexp is the travel speed according to the expects.
Assuming that the traffic intensity remains unchanged1, it remains to solve the capacity and free-flow
speed from the speed-flow relation. Therefore the restriction was imposed that both capacity and freeflow speed increase by the same order of magnitude, allowing capacity to increase somewhat more than
travel speed.
This yielded the following results:

'Evidently, this is a rude approximation. Ideally an iterative approach would have been taken, by re-evaluating the traffic
intensity using this assumption, adapting the assumption using the new traffic intensity, again evaluating traffic intensity
etc.
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Maximal impacts of AVG measures

Wild Coast

Fortress Europe

Urban
N urban loc
Interloc
Urban
N urban loc
Interloc

V_free
-AVG
50.4
49.5
83.0
47.4
46.2
80.6

Cap
-AVG
2064
2060
2392
2093
2000
2211

D_max_vfree

D_max_cap

+AVG
25%
30%
25%
15%
20%
10%

+AVG
43%
58%
24%
26%
28%
9%

In Table 5.2 Vfree and Cap represent the free-flow speed (in km/h) and capacity in veh/h per lane.
D_max_vfree and D_max_cap represent the maximal changes, at 100% penetration.
Recall, that in Table 5.1 the penetration of AVG was specified as the penetration of two measures. If
was that each of these measures will account for half of the impact specified in Table 5.2 at 100%
penetration. This lead to AVG impacts given in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3:

Actual impact of AVG measures

Wild Coast

Fortress Europe

Urban
N urban loc
Interloc
Urban
N urban loc
Interloc

Dvfree
6%
3%
3%
8%
10%
7%

Dcap
11%
6%
2%
13%

14%
6%

Vfree
53.6
51.0
85.1
51.0
50.9
85.9

Cap
2287
2180
2450
2365
2280
2342

Pricing was considered to be the main regulating instrument in the Wild Coast. Since this was already
included strongly in the Wild Coast scenario without AVG, variables that reflect pricing measures were
not changed.
In the Wild Coast a change in the public attitude towards private car ownership was assumed. This was
modelled by slightly increasing environmental awareness in the Scenario Explorer. The expected impact
of this increase is that slow modes are favoured more, while driving a car is favoured less.
In Fortress Europe it was assumed that transferia and P&R facilities are improved. This was modelled
artificially by improving the public transport travel speed and transfer times by 5% in 2050 with respect
to the situation without AVG.
The evaluation results reflect the possible impact of AVG on the developments in the transportation
that were illustrated earlier for each scenario and the application of Dynamic Traffic Management. A
more extensive description is given in the Appendix A.3.
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Both scenarios show a strong increase in car mobility with respect to the situation with DTM. This
increase is explained by the strong improvements of traffic flows (free flow speed and capacity) that
have been assumed for AVG. The improvement of public transportation that was assumed in Fortress
Europe does not appear to have any significant impact. The increase of the car mobility takes place
especially on the inter-local roads.
AVG results in modest improvements of the travel speed in each of the scenarios on the interlocal
roads. For the urban and non urban local roads, there are significant improvements in the travel
speeds at first in 2020, but in 2050 the travel speeds have decreased again. This can be explained by
the fact that the relatively well-flowing traffic in 2020 induces more traffic demand, leading to
decreasing travel speeds in the end.
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6

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Recapitulation

In this study the development of AVG was explored for two scenario’s: Fortress Europe and the Wild
Coast. For these scenarios a characterization was given of the developments in both the society and the
transportation system up to 2050, based on economic maximization in each of the scenarios as guiding
principle. The scenarios varied in the role of the government viz. regulating (Fortress Europe) vs.
reactive (Wild Coast). In each of these scenarios the application of Dynamic Traffic Management
(DTM) was assumed according to results from a companion study. The scenarios were subsequently
evaluated with respect to passenger mobility characteristics. The results indicated that up to 2020 DTM
can help solve traffic problems, but that from 2020 to 2050 problems get worse again.
These problems were taken as the starting point for a workshop in which experts were asked to design a
development sequence of AVG, that would fit well in the scenarios and that was aimed at solving the
mobility problems. For Fortress Europe this lead to the formulation of a sequence based on a
combination of market forces, resulting in Intelligent Cruise Control and Lane keeping applications, and
regulatory forces resulting in systems such as intelligent speed adaptation. For the Wild Coast the
workshop resulted in a sequence of AVG based on the notion that AVG will be part of a transportation
service offered by transportation providers, while the private car would become socially less-accepted.
Based on the development sequence of AVG and travel time improvements estimated by the experts, the
application of AVG was evaluated. The impacts of AVG do not differ fundamentally between the
scenario’s. The combination of DTM and AVG appears to be able to accommodate a growth in
mobility, at a slightly higher speed. When after 2020 the impact of DTM diminishes, AVG gives a new
impulse to sustain mobility. Nevertheless, it is evident that in order to have a satisfactorily functioning
transportation system, DTM and AVG need to be applied in co-ordination with other possibly drastic,
traffic and transportation measured.

6.2

Discussion

The approach adopted in the study proved to valuable to explore the development of AVG. Remarkably,
the travel time estimates by the experts appeared to be to optimistic. The estimates were translated into
parameters of the speed flow relation in the year 2050, but the traffic demand was such that a much
lower travel time resulted.
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In the evaluation, the application of AVG was modelled primarily as an improvement of the capacity
and free-flow speed. Although also other measures were modelled, such as moderate improvements of
public transport, they did hardly have any impact. The main impact that is shown is that improvement of
the capacity and free-flow speed lead to the accommodation of more mobility (as is usually the case
with capacity improvements), which can lead to new problems.
Although the study shows that AVG can help solving mobility problems, it appears that AVG needs to
be embedded in an integrated transport policy, addressing also other stimulating and regulating
measures with respect to the use of the transportation system.
In the study the ‘Scenario Explorer’ was used for the evaluation of AVG developments. It appeared that
the instrument was very useful to model the background scenarios and the general impacts that take
place with respect to roads of a certain type. AVG impacts were primarily modelled at that level. By its
time-dynamic nature, the model resulted in a delayed reaction in the traffic demand. For studying first
order impacts needed for an exploratory study the model performed adequately.
6.3

Recommendations

Based on the results of the study and the discussion
• For future research, it is recommended to explore how AVG development and transport policy
with respect to AVG can be related to other developments, such as pricing and differentiating
between different traffic types.
• As AVG in the present study was aimed primarily at passenger road traffic, it is recommended to
have a closer look at AVG in freight transport and traffic and public transport.
• The developments studied in the present report were of an aggregated, long-term and exploring
nature. It is recommended to also study more concretely a short-term deployment sequence of
AVG (appr. 10-15 years) as integral part of the development of an existing transportation system.
Such a study requires a combination of scenario techniques as well as a detailed transportation
system model.
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APPENDIX A.1

RESULTS WITHOUT THE APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

This section presents some characteristic results:
•

personal mobility in 2020 and 2050

•

car traffic in 2020 and 2050

•

travel speed in 2020 and 2050

The results give an impression of the direction and order of magnitude of certain developments. The
numbers therefore need to be interpreted accordingly. The results pertain to the 'Randstad’ area,
which includes both most urbanized and the most primary road networks.
Figures A. 1 and A.2 gives an impression of personal mobility in 2020 and 2050.

Personal mobility in 2020
250,0
o
O

200,0

nr
|

150,0

T“

o
o

100,0

c

50,0
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X
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0,0
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Car
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modes
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Transport

Figure A.1: Personal mobility per transportation mode in 2020
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Personal mobility 2050
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Figure A.2: Personal mobility per transportation mode in 2050
The change in personal mobility from 2020 to 2050 differs between the scenario’s. In the Wild Coast
there is not much change. It is possible that the rapid developments before 2020, that lead to a high
level of mobility in 2020, result in a situation of stagnating mobility. In Fortress Europe personal
mobility continues to grow, at a low rate. There appears to be a shift from car passengers to car
driver.
Figures A.3 and A.4 give the development of road traffic per road type. Local urban trips are
typically short trips in the order of 10 km, mostly on urban roads. Local non urban trips are in the
order of 30 km distance, and use rural roads and local motorways. Interlocal trips are longer trips
(order of 100 km) and use mainly motorways.
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Traffic per road type 2020
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Figure A.3: Car traffic per road type in 2020

Traffic per road type 2050
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N urban local

Interlocal

Total

Figure A.4: Car traffic per road type in 2050
Again there is a remarkable difference between Fortress Europe and the Wild Coast. In Fortress
Europe there is a continued growth, though at a low rate. This growth takes place on urban and non
urban local roads. In the ‘Wild Coast’ the total car traffic remains stable, but there is a shift from
interlocal trips (decrease) to the other trip types.
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Tables A.l and A.2 give the travel speed per road type in 2020 and 2050. In order to compare this to
the present situation, the model results for 1990 are:
•

urban 28.0 km/h

•

non urban local 32.4 km/h;

•

interlocal 57.1 km/h.

Table A.l:

Travel speed per road type in 2020
Urban

Fortress Europe
Wild Coast

Table A.2:

N urban local

Interlocal

Total

11.9

16.1

43.9

34.9

7.0

10.6

34.9

28.3

Travel speed per road type in 2050
Urban

N urban local

Interlocal

Total

Fortress Europe

6.6

10.3

33.1

24.8

Wild Coast

5.1

8.6

27.3

20.2

In both cases, it is clear that there are severe problems. Although the results need to be interpreted as
indications, the indication in this case is one of stagnating traffic both in 2020 and 2050.
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APPENDIX A.2

RESULTS WITH THE APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

The way in which Dynamic Traffic Management was implemented is described in Van Arem,
Verroen & Smits (1996). In Appendix B, the level at which the measures were implemented in 2050
is given. Of these, most of the measures are already in place by 2020 and develop only slightly furfurther from 2020 to 2050. The measures were implemented in combination with pricing measures
and, in the ‘Fortress Europe’ an improvement of public transportation. The measures were assumed
to especially improve both the capacity and speed as a function of volume divided by capacity on a
relation.
The results in the following figures give a comparison between the case with and without DTM
measures. If the figure indicates ‘Car passenger mobility +46.2
this means that car passenger
mobility has increased with 46.2 % with respect to the same scenario but without the application of
DTM measures.
Figures A.5 and A.6 show the impact of DTM on mobility. Although car passenger mobility
increases strongly, the car driver mobility slightly decreases in 2020. This has to do with pricing
measures that are an integral part of the DTM measures. Taking into account the car passenger share
in the total car mobility, the car mobility increases slightly in the ‘Wild Coast’ and decreases for
‘Fortress Europe’.
For the year 2050, Figure A.6 shows however, that the mobility increases strongly. For the scenarios
Fortress Europe the increase of car mobility is more than 20%. In the ‘Wild Coast’ this is more than
40%. This can be explained by the fact form 2020 to 2050 little additional DTM measures are taken,
whilst other developments remain unchanged.
Both in 2020 as in 2050, the mobility by public transportation increase slightly. The share of the
mobility by public transportation of the total personal mobility decreases.
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Impacts of DTM on mobility 2020
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Figure A.5: Impacts of DTM on mobility per transportation mode in 2020

Impacts of DTM on mobility 2050
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Figure A.6: Impacts of DTM on mobility per transportation mode in 2050
When looking at the impact of DTM on the amount of traffic in the different road types (Figure A.7
and A.8), then it can be remarked that in 2020, the urban traffic volume is hardly affected by DTM
measures (+0.5% en 1.1%). For the amount of traffic on inter-local roads, the scenarios show an
opposite picture (+2.5% Fortress Europa and -4.5% Wild Coast). For the ‘Wild Coast’ traffic from
interlocal spreads out to the urban roads. In Fortress Europe, there is an opposite development.
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In 2050 this picture changes (Figure A.8). In both scenarios there is a strong increase of interlocal
traffic. The traffic on the other road types slightly decreases. Apparently, the interlocal roads provide
more capacity and speed then local roads.

Impacts DIM on traffic volume 2020
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Figure A.7: Impacts of DTM on the traffic volume per road type in 2020
Impact DTM on traffic volume 2050
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Figure A.8: Impacts of DTM on the traffic volume per road type in 2050
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Figure A.9 and A. 10 show the travel speed per road type. In 2020, the implementation of DTM leads
to an increase in travel speed. Although, there’s an increase in mobility in induced by DTM (Fig.
A.5), the travel speeds improve at the same time. In Fortress Europe the largest improvements are
obtained on the urban road, whilst in the ‘Wild Coast’ the largest improvements are on the interlocal
roads.

Impact DTM on travel speed 2020
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Figure A.9: Impacts of DTM on the travel speed per road type in 2020

Impact DTM on travel speed 2050
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Figure A.10: Impacts of DTM on the travel speed per road type in 2050
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In 2050 it appears that the travel speeds on local roads have decreased (-18.4% Fortress Europe and 30.9% Wild Coast). On the other hand the travel speed on the interlocal roads increases (+13.1%
Fortress Europe and +30.5% Wild Coast).
Summarizing it can stated that a combined implementation of DTM measures, pricing measures and
improvement of public transportation leads to improving prospects in 2020: car mobility decreases or
hardly increases, the mobility by public transportation increases and travel speeds increase.
In 2050 these prospects change. The car mobility increases strongly, the share of public
transportation decreases and the travel speeds on local roads have decreased drastically by higher
traffic volumes. On the other hand the traffic performance on the interlocal roads have improved.
The period 1990-2020 was assumed to be the period in which DTM measures are introduced at a
large scale. Additional measures (like AVG!) from 2020-2050 have not been taken into account. It is
evident that a great deal of problems needs to be resolved from 2020-2050, in particular on the local
roads.
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APPENDIX A.3

EV ALUATION RESULTS WITH APPLICATION OF AVG AND DTM

The results give a comparison with the case with AVG and DTM against the case without AVG nor
AVG. A comparison with the case with DTM but without AVG can be made by also taking into
account the results from A. 1 and A.2.
The impacts of AVG on the mobility are given in Figure A. 11 and A. 12. In 2020 Fortress Europe
shows an increase of especially car mobility. This increase is also an increase with respect to the case
with DTM but without AVG. For 2050, the same type of results can be observed. Apparently, the
improvements in public transportation that were assumed have no impact, since public transport
mobility hardly changes.
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Figure A.ll: Impacts of AVG on mobility per transportation mode in 2020
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Impact AVG on mobility 2050
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Figure A.12: Impacts of AVG on mobility per transportation mode in 2050
For the Wild Coast, a similar result is obtained. Especially in 2050 car mobility increases strongly
with respect to the situation without AVG and without DTM. Again the increase is stronger than for
the case without AVG but with DTM.
Figures A. 13 and A. 14 display the impact of AVG on the traffic volume per road type.
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Figure A. 13: Impacts of AVG on the traffic volume per road type in 2020
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Impact AVG on traffic volume 2050
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Figure A.14: Impacts of AVG on the traffic volume per road type in 2050
In Fortress Europe, most prominently, the increase in car mobility can be observed on the interlocal
roads. The increase of 15.9% (only DTM resulted in an increase of 1.2%) can mostly by attributed to
inter local traffic. For the year 2050 the same type of result is obtained.
For the Wild Coast, the increase with respect to the situation with DTM is more balanced on the
different road types in 2020. When compared with Fortress Europe the increase is small. In the year
2050 the same impact is observed.
Finally, Figures A. 15 and A. 16 give the impact of AVG on travel speeds. In almost all cases, the
travel speed has improved with respect to the situation with DTM (but only slightly, since these
improvements refer to situations with fairly low speeds). However, especially on the urban and local
roads problems get worse in 2050. In general it appears that, in spite of the optimistic assumptions
made, AVG does not lead to improvement of the overall travel speed.
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Figure A.15: Impact of AVG on the travel speed per road type in 2020

Impact AVG on travel speed 2050
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Figure A.16: Impacts of AVG on the travel speed per road type in 2050
Summarizing, the impacts of AVG do not differ fundamentally between the scenario’s. The
combination of DTM and AVG appears to be able to accommodate a growth in mobility, at a slightly
higher speed. When after 2020 the impact of DTM diminishes, AVG gives a new impulse to sustain
mobility.
The result also 0 indicate that, in order to have a satisfactorily functioning transportation system,
AVG and DTM need to be applied in co-ordination with other, possibly drastic, traffic and
transportation measures.
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APPENDIX B: OVERVIEW OF DTM MEASURES

The following table describes the application of Dynamic Traffic Management (DTM) in the
scenario’s ‘Wild Coast’ and ‘Fortress Europe’. The application is based on the scenarios in Verroen,
Van Arem & Smits (1996) and has been extrapolated to the year 2050. AVG measures -as far as they
were applied- have been omitted.

Measure

Definition

Road type Wild Coast

Fortress
Europe

Freight lanes

Percentage of supply

HWN

0%

20%

Tidal flow lanes/flexroads

Percentage of supply

HWN

90%

15%

Reservation/access intervals

Percentage of supply

SWN

90%

0%

Reservation/access intervals

Percentage of supply

HWN

75%

0%

Pay-lanes

Percentage of supply

HWN

0%

20%

Pay-roads

Percentage of supply

HWN

90%

0%

Speed control

Percentage of supply

SWN

50%

0%

Speed control

Percentage of supply

OWN

50%

0%

Speed control

Percentage of supply

HWN

100%

75%

ISA

Percentage of vehicles

SWN

75%

0%

ISA

Percentage of vehicles

OWN

75%

0%

ISA

Percentage of vehicles

HWN

In car info reception

Percentage of vehicles

-

75%

0%

100%

75%

In car info provision

Covering percentage

SWN

100%

75%

In car info provision

Covering percentage

OWN

100%

25%

In car info provision

Covering percentage

HWN

100%

90%

Local info provision

Covering percentage

HWN

75%

75%

Transferia/P&R

Covering per direction

-

50%

100%

Area/stretch traffic control

Covering percentage

SWN

0%

90%

Area/stretch traffic control

Covering percentage

OWN

0%

0%

Buffers

Covering exchange points

HWN

0%

90%

Metering

90%

75%

Percentage on-ramps to HWN

HWN

TCC/Inc. Man.

Percentage of supply

SWN

25%

50%

TCC/Inc. Man.

Percentage of supply

OWN

25%

50%

TCC/Inc. Man.

Percentage of supply

HWN

50%

100%

Road type:
•

HWN= interlocal roads

•

SWN= urban roads

•

OWN= local non urban roads

Flexroads:
•

roads with a variable profile, allowing for a flexible allocation of lanes according to traffic
demand (per direction, as pay lanes, etc.)
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